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 The Upper Jurassic Cotton Valley Group is an important producer of hydrocarbons 
throughout the U.S. Gulf Coast region. In Mississippi, ancient deltaic lobes and barrier bars 
provided the reservoirs needed to trap hydrocarbons and make the Cotton Valley an economical 
target. Stampede Field in Smith County, MS is the focus of this study. 
 Well log data were used to construct structure and isopach maps of the producing zone. 
Core samples within Stampede Field were used to determine lithology, depositional environment 
and porosity and permeability relationships throughout the field.  
 The producing "D" sand in Stampede Field is interpr ted to be fluvial channel sands that 
flowed across an alluvial plain in the Jurassic. The variation in production characteristics of the 
field is explored using this model. Extrapolation of the results suggests an additional well 
location to capture additional reserves. 
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 The sedimentary rocks of the Cotton Valley Group were deposited during Late Jurassic, 
Tithonian Age, and Early Cretaceous, Berriasian Age, time periods 152 mya to 139 mya.  The 
Cotton Valley is known to extend from eastern Texas to Alabama. These strata form a wedge of 
sediment that begins in Texas and southern Arkansas and thickens southward into the Gulf 
Basin. In Mississippi the structure of the Cotton Valley Group strikes northwest to southeast with 
the top of the group found at depths of 12,000 to 20,000 feet below sea level.  
The first hydrocarbon production in Mississippi from the Cotton Valley Group was 
discovered in 1958 at Soso Field in southwestern Jasper County. The productive interval was 
approximately 15,000 feet below sea level. In general, the Cotton Valley Group produces oil and 
gas from depths of 14,000 to over 17,000 ft subsea in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin. Typical 
lithology of these productive zones consists of sand tone with interbedded shales. There may be 
limestone associated with the siliciclastics in the s allower zones of production from the Cotton 
Valley. 
One of the more recently discovered fields is Stampede field, located in a rural area of 
southwestern Smith County, MS, about 40 miles southeast from the state capital Jackson (Figure 
1). The field was discovered by Tellus Operating Group, LLC. in 2007, when the Tellus 
Anadarko 5-2 #1 well was completed in the Cotton Valley Oil and Gas Pool.  The well produced
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 149 BBLs of oil per day, 74 MCF/day and 18BBLs of water per day from October 2009 until 
the well was converted into an injection well in 2010. Stampede Field produces from the upper 
Cotton Valley Group at depths of 14,000-17,000 ft subsea.  
This field study describes the geologic setting andreservoir properties of Stampede Field 
using structure maps, stratigraphic maps, production maps, permeability/porosity maps, and a net 
pay map. Electric well logs from wells in the field were correlated with a core from the Tellus 
Stampede 32-6 well to verify the lithology and rock properties of the producing formation and 















Oil exploration in Mississippi was not immediately successful. Over 50 wells had been 
drilled by 1925 with no success (Hughes, 1993). A year later, gas was discovered at Amory in 
northeast Mississippi in the Black Warrior Basin from Paleozoic rocks at a depth of 2,400 ft. Oil 
was not discovered until 1932 when a well in the Jackson Gas Field began to produce oil 
(Hughes, 1993). The quality of the oil was not viable for economic production and additional 
wells were not able to tap into the small reservoir (Hughes, 1993).  
The first economical oil play was not discovered until 1939 in Tinsley Field, Yazoo 
County, Mississippi (Hughes, 1993). The discovery well reached a depth of 4,500 ft below the 
surface and produced 235 barrels of oil per day (Hughes, 1993). Oil production is primarily in 
the Eutaw and Upper Tuscaloosa formations (Hughes, 1993). Tinsley field was developed over 
time and eventually produced over 200 million barrels of oil by 1988 (Hughes, 1993). Success at 
Tinsley Field led to further discoveries in Mississippi in Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary 
Reservoirs. To date, the 552 fields in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin have produced a total 
exceeding 1.9 billion barrels of oil and 6.3 Tcf of gas (Puckett et al., 2000). 
2.1 - Regional Setting and Geologic History 
Structurally, the Cotton Valley Group strikes east-west in northern Louisiana and 
southern Arkansas (Mann and Thomas, 1964) and northwest-southeast in Mississippi (Moore, 
1983). The strata dip north to south, with the thinnest sections in northern Louisiana and
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 southern Arkansas, and the thickest sections in southern Louisiana and Mississippi. The thickest 
measured section of the Cotton Valley Group is in Hi ds County, MS at 5,170 ft (Moore, 1983). 
The top of the Cotton Valley Group is found as shallow as 4,000 feet below sea level in updip 
areas and as deep as 20,000 feet downdip (Moore, 1983). 
The Cotton Valley Group is locally affected by several of the structural elements 
characterizing the Gulf Coast region. In Mississippi the primary features controlling the structure 
of the Cotton Valley Group are the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, Jackson Dome, and the 
Monroe Uplift (Figure 2). In Lousiana, the structure of the Cotton Valley Group is primarily 
controlled by the Northern Louisiana Salt Basin, the Sabine Uplift, the Monroe Uplift, and the 
Mississippi Interior Salt Basin. In Texas, the primary features affecting the Cotton Valley Group 
are the East Texas Salt Basin and the Sabine Uplift. 
The Mississippi Interior Salt Basin (MISB) was formed as a result of salt flowage and rift 
tectonics (Martin, 1978). The major volume of evaporate in the northern Gulf of Mexico region 
is associated with the Jurassic Louann Salt age of d position. The Louann Salt is conformable on 
the Werner Anhydrite in continuous sequences and is primarily composed of halite, with minor 
amounts of anhydrite (Salvador, 1991). Salvador (1991) estimated the original thickness of the 
Louann Salt in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin to be between 3,800 to 4,700 ft. The movement 
of salt in the MISB has had a profound effect on the distribution of petroleum traps in the region 
(Salvador 1991). Cotton Valley deltaic sands form rese voirs trapped by the various salt 





Figure 2 - Regional structural features from East Texas to South Alabama (Puckett et al., 
2000) 
 
2.2 - Regional Stratigraphy of the Cotton Valley  
The Cotton Valley Group lies beneath the Hosston Formation and rests above the 
Haynesville formation. Published usage of stratigraphic nomenclature of the Cotton Valley 
Group suffers from inconsistent and informal terminology prevalent in the petroleum industry. 
For this thesis, informal terminology is avoided and the documented (USGS) nomenclature is 
used. The nomenclature also differs regionally due to the differences in stratigraphic features 
from one region to the next.  
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Originally the Cotton Valley Group was called the Cotton Valley Formation, until Swain 
(1944) divided the group into two formations. These two formations are the Schuler Formation 
and the Bossier formation. The Schuler Formation refers to the updip red bed facies, which are 
subdivided into the Dorcheat and Shongaloo Members. However, these two members are rarely 
identified due to inconsistent lithologic variation in downdip sections (Mann and Thomas, 1964). 
In Arkansas, distinctions within the Cotton Valley Group cannot be reliably made, so only the 
Schuler Formation is recognized. Where present, the Bossier formation is composed of black 
shale and sandstone and rests on top of the Haynesville formation. 
2.2.1 - Regional Stratigraphy of the Cotton Valley in TX, LA, and AK 
Mann and Thomas (1964) redefined the nomenclature to b tter organize and classify the 
Cotton Valley Group in north Louisiana and southern A kansas (Dyman and Condon, 2006; 
Figure 3). The nomenclatural revisions put an emphasis on the different lithologies present 
within the Cotton Valley Group. The Knowles Limestone represents the upper 300 to 400 feet of 
the Cotton Valley Group. This section is recognizable by dark-gray, argillaceous limestones 
interbedded with dark-gray shales (Mann and Thomas, 1964). The formation is identified at its 
base by a 100 foot limestone section known as the B Limestone (Mann and Thomas, 1964). The 
Terryville Sandstone is a massive sandstone section that underlies the Knowles Limestone. It has 
a maximum thickness of approximately 1,400 feet and is only recognized in northern Louisiana 
and east Texas. The top of the Terryville Sandstone is marked where individual blanket 
sandstones cannot be identified. The upper part of the Terryville Sandstone can be differentiated 
northward into approximately twenty distinct blanket sandstones (Mann and Thomas, 1964). 
 Some of these blanket sandstones can be grouped into sa dstone units separated by gray 
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shales. There are five of these sandstone tongues in this region. They are, in descending order, 
the Cadeville, Bodcaw, Vaugn, McFearin, and Justiss (Mann and Thomas, 1964).  
The five Terryville Sandstone tongues pinch out to the north into the Hico Shale. The 
Hico Shale is mainly composed of dark-gray shale, with occasional siltstone, shaly sandstone, 
and argillaceous limestone (Mann and Thomas, 1964). This shale wedge overlies and is also 
laterally equivalent to the Terryville Sandstone (Mann and Thomas, 1964). The top of the Hico 
Shale is a time-stratigraphic surface that marks the base of the Knowles Limestone (Mann and 
Thomas, 1964). 
 
Figure 3 - Stratigraphic column of the Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous in northern 
Louisiana, southern Arkansas and east Texas (Modified from Dyman and Condon, 2006). 
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2.2.2 - Stratigraphy of the Cotton Valley Group in Mississippi and Alabama 
 In Mississippi only the Schuler Formation is recognized in the Cotton Valley Group 
(Moore, 1983). The Schuler is further divided into the Dorcheat and Shongaloo members (Figure 
4). The Shongaloo Member underlies the Dorcheat Member. The lower two-thirds of the 
Shongaloo Member in Mississippi is characterized by a pink sandstone facies (Dinkins, 1968). 
The upper third consists of fine to coarse red-pink sandstones that sometimes contain calcite, and 
maroon-purple silty shales with minor amounts of mudstones (Dinkins, 1968). The Dorcheat 
Member primarily consists of variable colored shales and fine-grained sandstones (Dinkins, 
1968). The boundary between the Dorcheat and Shongaloo Members is difficult to identify on 
electric well logs.  
 
Figure 4 - Stratigraphic column of the Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous in Mississippi 
and Alabama. This image was modified from (Puckett, et al., 2000). 
 
Because there are no well-defined, at a state-wide scale, stratigraphic markers on electric 
logs to differentiate the formal members, Moore (1983) developed arbitrary subdivisions to 
identify changes in depositional patterns. His three divisions equally divide the Cotton Valley 
Group into the informal lower Cotton Valley, middle Cotton Valley, and upper Cotton Valley. 
Sydboten and Bowen (1987) later subdivided these divisions into geographically distinctive 
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lithofacies. These are described as the "A", "B", "C", and "D" lithofacies (Sydboten and Bowen, 
1987). Their conclusions essentially agreed with Moore's findings, but their results were limited 
to the western deltaic region. 
The Haynesville underlies the lower Cotton Valley and consists of anhydritic sand, shale 
and limestone (Sydboten and Bowen, 1987). The boundary between the lower Cotton Valley and 
the middle Cotton Valley is distinguished by a dark red to maroon, silty shale (Sydboten and 
Bowen, 1987).  In west-central Mississippi, the lower Cotton Valley consists of high sand 
content in three delta lobes spread across Sharkey, Issauqena, Madison and Rankin counties  
(Figure 5). This depositional feature is believed to have once been the ancestral Mississippi 
River. In east-central Mississippi there are two distinct areas of major sand accumulation. This 
delta spreads across southern Newton and Scott counies (Figure 5). Finally, in northeast Jones 
county, a third area of sand accumulation exists. Moore (1983) speculated that the sand in this 
area was probably carried by longshore currents from western Alabama. This westerly 
development suggests the formation of barrier bar systems aligned with the shoreline (Moore, 
1983). The central portion of the Mississippi, Simpson and southern Rankin Counties, contains 
minor quantities of sand which suggests an interdeltaic or lagoonal environment in that area 
(Moore, 1983). Southeastern Mississippi contains a set of sand axes that are oriented parallel to 
structural strike. Moore (1983) interpreted these to represent a strandplain system and relates its 
existence to the uplift caused by the underlying Wigins Arch and Hancock County High, which 
elevated the area above wave base. A strandplain system generally lacks well developed lagoons 




Figure 5 - Interpretive map of Cotton Valley depositional environment in Mississippi. 
Modified from Moore (1983). 
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 The upper Cotton Valley generally contains limestone in the basal section. The Cotton 
Valley limestone was deposited during the maximum transgression of the Cotton Valley Group 
(Forgotson, 1954). The limestone was buried under clasti  sediments of the falling-stage systems 
tract. The deltaic lobes prograded in a southerly di ection and the interdeltaic region in the center 
of the state opened into a bay-like area (Moore, 1983).  A general representation of these 
depositional systems is shown in Figure 5. 
2.3 - Other Field Studies in the Jurassic, Cotton Valley, and Mississippi 
 
Sonnenberg (1976) completed a field study on Frierson Field in northwestern Louisiana 
in 1976. The study focused on determining the depositional environment of Cotton Valley sands 
from core samples taken from wells in the field. The relationships between sedimentary facies, 
core porosity and permeability, texture, and composition were compared for the productive 
Davis and "B" sandstones in the Tenneco Osby well. These relationships were compared in other 
wells in the field and also compared with recent sedim nts found on Galveston Island. The study 
concluded that Cotton Valley sandstones in the area were originally deposited as offshore bars 
very similar to modern day Galveston Island barrier  b ach sequence.  
Another study (Janks, et al.,1985) of three cores from Cotton Valley clastic deposits in 
Hancock County, Mississippi included processes that are outside the scope of this paper, but 
documented the mineral composition and diagenetic pro esses that ultimately controlled porosity 
and permeability formation  in the study area. The core data were used to demonstrate a 
relationship between porosity and permeability as measured from density and neutron porosity 
logs. This information was used with other measurements such as X-ray diffraction to 





MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
3.1 - Well Data 
Data for Stampede Field were provided by Tellus Operating Group, LLC. These data include 
well logs, mudlogs, digital well logs, core data, pressure data, map overlays and directional 
surveys. Well and production data were obtained through IHS, Inc, a global information 
company that supplies data to petroleum companies. 
3.1.1 Well Logs 
A common suite of well log measurements exists in each well in Stampede Field. Well 
logs measure different properties of the rock from instruments lowered down the borehole during 
(Measurement While Drilling or MWD) or after drilling (wireline). The instruments used in the 
measurements produce different logs based on the method used. The tool used in wireline 
logging is called a sonde and there are many types of sondes based on the measurement. For 
electric logging there are generally two types of sondes. One type of sonde is called a laterolog 
and measures resistivity by sending an electric current through the formation to another 
electrode. The second type of electric log sonde uses induction coils to measure conductivity, 




The electric log is produced by measuring a rock formation's resistivity to electric 
current. Shale formations or rocks with high saltwater content display relatively lower resistivity, 
which means that electricity will pass very easily through these formations. Sandstones and rocks 
that contain hydrocarbons display relatively have higher resistivity, so electricity will not pass as 
readily through them. Shales are very good resistivity markers for regional correlations in most 
cases.  
Porosity logs, such as density and neutron, measure the percentage of porous volume 
within a rock. This was previously accomplished with sonic logs using sound waves, but modern 
tools use nuclear technology to achieve higher accur y measurements. A density log operates 
by bombarding a rock formation with a radioactive source and measuring the returning gamma 
rays. Neutron porosity operates by bombarding a rock f rmation with neutrons and recording the 
Hydrogen Index in a reservoir. The Hydrogen Index is the ratio of concentration of hydrogen 
atoms per cubic centimeter and water. Hydrogen is pre ent in water and hydrocarbons, therefore, 
an estimate of liquid-filled porosity can be determined.  
Gamma ray logs detect natural gamma radiation from radioactive minerals, primarily 
uranium, thorium and potassium contained in the rock. Sandstones commonly consist of quartz, 
which is nonradioactive, so sandstones have a low gamma response. Shales have a high gamma 
response generally due to potassium isotopes, uranium, and thorium content. These distinctions 
are used to infer the general lithology of rocks penetrated by a borehole.  
Well logs are displayed in different scales called 1 inch, 2 inch, and 5 inch logs. In 
general, 1 inch is equal to 100 ft and shows the least amount of detail in a borehole. The most 
detailed logs are 5 inch logs because they show 100 ft of information across 5 inches. The five 
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inch logs in Stampede Field include the density, neutron, and gamma ray curves. Well logs are 
delivered in raster (i.e., image or paper) format and digital (LAS) format. 
 Digital logs are formatted as Log ASCII Standard (LAS).  LAS is a standard file-format 
used to store wellbore log information. Because LAS files are ASCII (text) based, they do not 
require proprietary software to read, and can be readily imported into common software such as 
into Excel.  A single LAS file only contains information for one well, but can contain any 
number of curves recorded for that well.  There are many different curves contained within a 
single LAS file so it is important to select the correct curves. 
 For the purpose of this research the Density, Compensated Neutron Porosity, and High 
Integrated Logging Tool (HILT) Crossplot curves were of the most interest. Crossplot porosity 
values compared Neutron porosity logs versus the bulk density of the sand section. This makes 
the crossplot values more accurate than using just neutron porosity or density porosity since it is 
a comparison of the two logs. All wells had a HILT crossplot LAS file except for Stampede 32-6 
and Stampede 5-3. For these wells, the crossplot was calculated manually from the compensated 
neutron porosity and density logs. Core from the 32-6 well was used to confirm the stratigraphy 
and porosity readings from the various logs for the 32-6 well.  
 3.1.2 Mudlogs and Drilling Information 
 Mudlogs record the lithology by bringing cuttings back to the surface as the well is 
drilling. They're called mudlogs because most drilling uses mud to act as the drilling fluid. The 
mud circulates the cuttings back to the surface into a shale shaker, which filters the mud and 
leaves the larger cuttings to be sampled. These cuttings can be examined to determine lithology 
and fluid content such as hydrocarbons.  
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 A directional survey is a method to obtain measurements needed to calculate and plot the 
well path in a 3D space. A deviated borehole, or directional drilling, is the process of drilling a 
well at an angle instead of directly perpendicular to the surface. This is useful for targeting 
certain structures that may not be directly below a ell's drill site. It is important to determine 
the exact bottomhole location and to monitor the actu l well path during drilling. The three 
measurements required to track this are measured depth, inclination, and hole direction. 
Measured depth (MD) is the actual length of the wellbore from the surface. Inclination is the 
measurement of the angle of the wellbore between 0 a d 90 degrees, with 0 being vertical and 90 
being horizontal. The hole direction is the azimuth degree in which the borehole is drilled. 
Together these measurements are used to calculate the g ographic coordinates for the wellbore at 
depth. These coordinate included with their respectiv  depths into an ASCII file that can be 
imported into a program like Petra to visualize the path of the borehole (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 - Directional survey of the Tellus Stampede 32-13. Inset pictures are not to scale. 
All units are in feet.
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 3.1.3 Core 
 Weatherford Laboratories provided conventional core drilling and analysis for the Tellus 
Stampede 32-6 #1 well. A special core bit is used to ex ract a cylinder of rock from the reservoir 
of interest. The cylinders are approximately 4-5 inches in diameter and are taken in increments of 
30 feet. Pictures of these samples are in Appendix A. A full list of tests and experiments are 
available on Weatherford's conventional core websit. The tests of interest for this study were the 
core photography, core descriptions, porosity and permeability determination, and thin section 
photos. These data were provided by Tellus Operating Group, LLC.  
3.2 - Production Data 
Well data include information such as the well's name, operator, total depth, and spud 
date. Production data include oil, gas, and water production over time. IHS uses two proprietary 
file types for managing these data. These are ASCII files that use the comma delimited method 
for importation. Well information is including in a .297 well file and production data uses a .298 
production file. The data provided by IHS are not always current or accurate, so all data were 
checked against the data supplied by the Mississippi Oil and Gas Board. For example, the well 
types listed by IHS are no longer correct because the field has been outfitted for CO2 injection.  
The wells in Stampede Field have printed logs of each scale, and the well logs are 
calibrated using Petra software. These well logs are stored in the computer in the form of rasters, 
or images. They are uploaded to the program and must be calibrated to their individual wells. 
The depths were calibrated at least every 500 ft to correct for deviated boreholes.  
3.3 Analytical Software 
 The petroleum interpretation software, Petra, is the primary software used for this 
research. Petra is a program that is primarily used for petroleum applications and it is divided 
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into several different modules, each of which performs a unique task. These modules include 
mapping, cross-sections, and a main module with all well information, production data, etc. The 
modules are interconnected in such a way that data can be used from one module to the next to 
interpret or analyze data. For example, the map module has a robust gridding tool that can use 
formation data from the main module to create contour or isopach maps. 
3.4 - Procedures 
IHS Well (.297) and production(.298) data sets of files were imported into a new Petra 
project using the import tools. The datum used was NAD1927.  Once the wells were imported a 
map of the study area was created using the overlay files provided by Tellus Operating Group, 
LLC. These include state counties, township and section grids, and a Stampede Field outline.  
The well data were filtered to Smith County, MS. All ten wells in Stampede Field are 
deviated and the directional surveys were imported as Microsoft Excel files for each well in the 
field. The Excel files include the X,Y coordinates at regular depth intervals. The importation of 
this data was similar to importing the well and production ASCII files. The well completion 
symbol on the map represents the bottom hole locatin provided by this data.  
A structure map of the Cotton Valley "D" sand was created to illustrate the general 
structure of the Stampede Field reservoir. Because ll of the wells are deviated, it is inaccurate to 
map at the bottom hole location. At Stampede Field, wells are drilled at an angle and the 
wellbores cross formations at different locations than the bottom hole (Figure 7). Therefore, the 
"Post Z data on well bore" tool was used to mark the formation up the bore hole. This allows 
mapping of formation tops at the location the well actually passed through that formation. If the 
maps were made using the bottom hole location an erro ous interpretation of the geologic 
structure would be created. The maps were contoured by hand using the drawing tools included 
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Figure 7 - Zoomed map view of the Stampede 32-13 well. This figure demonstrates that in 
deviated wells formation tops intersect in complete different areas than the bottom hole. 
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 with Petra. Manual contouring provided better accura y by correcting for the deviated boreholes 
and allowed interpretation of the structure outside of the grid range. Grids of these structures 
were also created to utilize some of the automated mapping features and because hole deviations 
prevented direct calculation of zone thickness. 
After the tops of the sands were correlated and mapped, the next step was to add a bottom 
surface to delineate the thickness of each sand. Isopach maps of the sand thicknesses were 
created by subtracting the bottom surface from the top. Isopach maps were created using the 
gridding tools included with the mapping module of Petra. A simple grid weighting with slopes 
method was used for the gridding process. Many of the default options were adequate for these 
maps, and the data were limited to the extent of the wells. Descriptions of the gridding options 
available are given in Table 1. Extrapolation of the data to extend from the wells was found to be 
too inaccurate to use. 
A bubble map was generated showing the overall production of this field through August 
of 2014. A bubble map is a series of circles that vary in size based on the data criteria. For the 
purpose of an oil and gas production bubble map, the bubbles are larger based on how much oil 
or gas was produced from a well. The pie chart method was used to show cumulative oil and gas 
production. The scale is 1,750,000 BBLS (or MCF) per inch. Therefore, 875,000 BBLs of oil 
would be a circle with a diameter of 1/2 an inch. If a well produces 875,000 BBLS of oil and 
437,500 MCF gas then the diameter of the circle would be 3/4 of an inch. 
 Core data from the 32-6 well were used to plot a porosity vs permeability graph. The 
core porosities were matched against Neutron and Density logs from Stampede 32-6 to confirm 
the core was an accurate representation of porosity. The porosities did match after a downward 
core shift of approximately 13 feet, which can be se n in Figure 8. The core shift was 
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accomplished by aligning the Gamma Ray curves from the well log and the core log. The data 
from the core of the 32-6 well never exceeded 14% in porosity. The data create an exponential 
fit, which is constrained by the data available. Since the sample never exceeds 14% porosity, 
then any values greater than 15% will have increased error.  
  The log values of permeability provided log(k) so that a second graph plotting porosity 
vs log(k) could be created. A linear regression wasthen run on the graph to provide the formula 
for calculating permeability (as the dependent variable) from porosity. An R2 value was also 
obtained to evaluate the goodness of fit with the data set. Well log derived permeability (in 
millidarcies or mD) was calculated from well log porosity values using the linear regression 
model and coefficients generated from the core values.  The permeability-ft value was calculated 
by summing the permeability values foot by foot over the sand interval.  
Porosity values from the pay zone or D-sand were tak n from crossplot porosity curves 
and imported into Excel. Crossplots combine neutron and density logs to produce a more 
accurate representation of porosity. Not all wells had digital crossplot logs available and the 
crossplots had to be manually generated for a couple of wells. The crossplot for Stampede 32-6 
is shown in Figure. 
  The values were taken at one foot intervals from a range of 2% to 14% for each well. 
Porosity in the 15-16% range were acceptable in porosity-feet calculations, but the porosities 
were capped at 14% for permeability-feet calculations. This set of data was then used to 
construct a porosity-ft map. The map was constructed by summing the porosity values foot by 
foot over the sand interval. 
Porosity-feet was used to create a grid within the Petra map module. The volume of 
Stampede Field was calculated by computing volumetrics f om the porosity-feet grid, reported in 
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cubic feet, millions of barrels of oil, or acre ft. The main issue with this method was that 


























Figure 8 - Graph displaying Neutron porosity, density porosity, and core porosity for the 
Cotton Valley "D" sand. Core values were shifted aproximately 13 feet down to align the 








Grid options available in Petra's mapping software 
 
Highly Connected Features This is PETRA’s default gridding style.  It 
uses a least squares gridding algorithm that 
tends to preserve trends in the data and 
works well for most data, particularly 
structure maps and gently changing 
petrophysical data. The Highly Connected 
Features surface style works well with 
faulted reservoirs.  This surface style tends 
to not do well with rapidly changing or large 
contrasts between data points such as 
production in a closely-drilled field. 
Disconnected Features This surface style uses a line r projection 
algorithm that tends to produce closed-off 
features.  This surface style can useful for 
mapping patch reefs or isolated channels. 
 The Disconnected Features surface style can 
be used with faults.  Since this method 
calculates grid values from a projected linear 
slope between one data point to the next, the 
Disconnected Features surface style is 
susceptible to a couple of different types of 
gridding artifacts.  At the edge of a map this 
surface style extends the nearest linear 
projection when calculating Z values, 
making it particularly prone to “runaway 
grid values” on the edge of the map.  The 
disconnected nature of the surface style also 
tends to make “bumpy” maps where two 
adjacent wells form an adjacent dome and a 
bowl instead of a more generalized trend. 
Simple Weighting With Slopes This surface style calculates a grid using 
three steps.  PETRA first calculates a slope 
for each data point based on surrounding 
data points.  These slopes are then used to 
project the data points’ Z values out to each 
individual grid node.  Finally, this surface 
style takes the weighted average of the 
projected Z values.   
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Simple Weighting Without Slopes This surface style applies a weighted average 
to the data points around each grid node.  In 
contrast to the Simple Weighting With 
Slopes surface style, no slope information is 
used. This option is useful for very dense 
control such as 3D seismic bin locations.  
Distance Grid This surface style calculates the distance to 
the nearest data point for every grid point. 
 Put another way, the grid right next to a data 
point will have a low Z value, while a grid a 
great distance from any data point will have 
a high Z value.  Contouring this distance 
grid can be a useful way of visualizing 
drainage and bypassed parts of the reservoir. 
 Parts of the grid with a high distance to the 
nearest well are less likely to be drained than 
parts of the grid with a low distance. Again, 
this surface style doesn’t interpolate any well 
or contour data, so it is useless for most 
common structure or petrophysical mapping. 
Closest Point This option simply sets each grid node t  the 
value of the closest data point. It doesn’t 
interpolate between data points, and is really 
more useful for resampling existing grids.  It 
is best used with very dense data such as 3D 
seismic coverage or with legacy XYZ grids. 
Minimum Curvature (no faults) This surface style attempts to create a very 
smooth, gradual surface.  Contour lines with 
this method are smooth and evenly spaced, 
which makes this style a good choice for 
gently changing petrophysical properties and 
simple structural settings. This method 







4.1 - Field Delineation 
 Stampede Field, located in the southwestern part of Smith County, Mississippi (Figure 
1), was discovered in 2007 by Tellus Operating Group, LLC. Stampede Field has a large lease 
area covering two townships, but this study focuses on the 10 wells which were drilled in 
Township 2 North, Range 7 East, Sections 18,19,20,29,30,31,32, and 33 (Mississippi Oil and 
Gas Board, 2014). All ten wells were directionally drilled and six are actively producing with 
four CO2 injection wells (Figure 10). The field produces in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin 
along a salt ridge feature that runs NW to SE. Prima y production is from the "D" sand reservoir. 
4.2 - Type Log 
 The official type log used for for field rules (Mississippi Oil and Gas Board) for 
Stampede Field is the Tellus Stampede 5-3 #1. However, the 32-6 well was chosen as the type 
log used for this study due to its high productivity and available core samples (Figure 11). It was 
the second well drilled in the field, and was cored during drilling. This allows more accurate 
correlations of lithology and wireline response. This well also has the highest production in the 
field making it a good example for correlating with the other wells in the field. The primary 
reservoir for Stampede Field is the "D" sand. In this log the top of "D" sand is at 14,900 feet 
subsea. Average permeability of the "D" sand is 54.8 mD and the average porosity is 11.9%.
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4.3 – Structure and Thickness 
 The "D" sand of the Cotton Valley Group in Stampede Field terminates against the salt 
ridge feature to the east (Figure 12) and can be visualized in the seismic line shown in Figure 14. 
The salt ridge extends from the northwest to the southeast along the length of the field. The 
Cotton Valley Group dips to the southwest with the updip limit of Stampede Field defined by the 
salt ridge. The "D" sand is the primary producing reservoir, with minor production in the "E" 
sand. The gradient of the "D" sand is approximately 1600 ft/mile or 16.7 degrees towards the 
southwest. A cross section view of the field can be se n in Figure 13. The thickness of the "D" 
sand varies considerably even in the relatively small St mpede Field. This thickness variation is 
shown in the isopach map in Figure 15.  
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Figure 10 - Map view of Stampede Field. Yellow block outline is the current lease blocks. 




Figure 11 - Two inch induction log for Stampede 32-6 with top markers for the A, C, D, 
and E sands in this section of the Cotton Valley Group. Production is from the perforations 










Figure 13 - Seismic line cutting Southwest to Northeast through Stampede Field. Wells are 
Stampede 32-13 on the left and Stampede 32-6 on the right. Red horizon marks the top of 
the Cotton Valley Group, Maroon horizon marks the top of the "D" sand, and the light 




Figure 14 - Cross-section of Stampede 32-13, Stampede 32-6, and Stampede 32-3 that 




Figure 15 - Isopach map of the Cotton Valley "D" sand in Stampede Field. 
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4.4 - Correlation and Interpretation of Depositional Environment 
 Three cores were taken for Tellus Stampede 32. Core 1 was cut in the "D" sand interval 
of 14,898-14,956 feet subsea and recovered 55.6 feet. Core 2 was taken at 14,986-14,988 ft 
subsea and recovered 1.6 feet. Core 3 was taken at 15,010 to 15,070 feet subsea and recovered 
58.5 feet.  
 The interval 14,898 ft to 14,913.7 of Core 1 consists primarily of stacked sandstone beds 
with abundant cross-bedding. The sandstone also includes sub-horizontal and low-angle 
stylolites, which are a post-depositional feature that hydrocarbons could potentially migrate 
through. An oil stain is also present within the sandstone, except in calcite cemented intervals. 
Average measured porosity was 10.8% and average measured permeability (air) was 25 mD. 
This interval is interpreted as a fluvial channel. 
 Interval 14,913.7 ft to 14,916.2 ft consists of mudclast conglomerate to conglomerate 
sandstone interlayered with laminated or ripple sand tone. The unit is not oil stained and is partly 
cemented by calcite. Top of the unit is conformable with the overlying sandstone. This interval is 
interpreted as the base of the fluvial channel. Interval 14,916.2 ft to 14,953.6 ft consists of 
clayey, slightly calcitic siltstone that is extensively mottled. The siltstone unit is well cemented 
with trace amounts of calcite. The unit is interpreted as an alluvial flood plain. A detailed view of 
Core 1 and its descriptions can be found in Appendix A. 
 The interval in core 2 consists mainly of fine-grained sandstone with laminations or 
cross-bedding. In Core 3 more cross-bedded sandstone exists in the upper 11 feet of core. This 
section also contains stylolites, calcite, and shell fragments. The bottom 47 feet of this section 
contains mostly siltstone and limestone. Core 3 displays the same depositional environment 
characteristics as Core 1 with a fluvial channel resting on an alluvial flood plane section. 
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4.5 - Production Characteristics 
There are six currently active producing wells in the field. Production data is cumulative until 
June 2014 and is found in Table 2. The newest 32-3 well has averaged 269 BBL/day since it 
began to produce in the fall of 2012 and has a cumulative production of 171,187 bbls of oil from 
October 2012 to June 2014. Stampede field produced ov r 1.7 MMbbls of oil from 2007 to June 
2014.  The production can be viewed in more detail in Table 2 and is visually represented in a 
bubble map in Figure 16. 
 The wells drilled before 2010 saw a linear decline in production over time, or the 
production was very inconsistent. Four of the wells were converted to CO2 injection wells in 
2010. When the field was brought back online, production leveled out and had minimal decline 
towards the end of June 2014. This production trend can be seen in two of those wells in Figure 
17.  The only exception is the 30-9 well at the northern most end of the field, which has seen 













Stampede 5-8 200,977 27,552 85,472 98.67 
Stampede 30-9 121,636 92,981 25,825 67.92 
Stampede 32-3 171,187 4,449 252,515 268.78 
Stampede 32-6 709,941 5,477 266,725 315.06 
Stampede 32-10 196,569 10,669 128,170 102.31 
Stampede 32-13 174,067 23,498 56,006 128.90 
Stampede 29-13 73,492 31,600 5,486 N/A - Injection 
Stampede 31-8 0 0 0 N/A - Injection 
Stampede 5-3 0 0 0 N/A - Injection 




Figure 16 - Bubble map of the overall production in Stampede Field. The larger the circle, 
the more overall production from that well. Green represents oil production in BBLs of oil, 
red represents gas production in MCF, and blue represents water in BBLs of water. 
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Figure 17 - Graphs of Stampede 32-6 and Stampede 5-8 monthly production rates.
 
CO2 Flood Began 






5.1 - Porosity-feet  
 Porosity-feet is a measure of the volume of pore space in a formation and calculated by 
the sum of the porosities measured for each foot of core. One porosity-foot for a one square foot 
area represents one cubic foot of void space.  Porosity-feet, therefore, estimate the total fluid 
volume for an interval when multiplied by the area of the reservoir. Porosity-ft was calculated for 
the entire section of the "D" Sand. The wells with the highest por-ft were the 32-3 and 32-13 
wells at 5.11 and 8.57 respectively. Following these wells, it declined to 3.49 for the 32-6 well, 
3.78 for the 31-8 well, 3.65 for the 30-9 well, 3.66 for the 5-2 well, 2.57 for the 29-13 well, 1.58 
for the 5-8 well, 2.38 for the 32-10 well and 1.94 for the 5-3 well. These values are listed in 
Table 3. A map of these values in Stampede Field is shown in (Figure 18). The pattern suggests 
fluvial channels trending in a northeast to southwest direction. 
Table 3 
Results of porosity-ft and permeability-ft calculations. 
Wells 29-13 30-9 31-8 32-6 32-10 32-13 32-3 5-2 5-3 5-8 
Por-ft 2.57 3.65 3.78 3.49 2.38 8.57 5.11 3.66 1.94 1.58 




Figure 18 - Porosity-feet map of the "D" sand interval of the Cotton Valley Group in 
Stampede field.
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5.2 - Porosity vs Permeability 
 The 32-6 well had a core section taken of the "D" Sand and porosity and permeability 
values were logged in the core descriptions (Appendix A). A plot of porosity vs permeability 
(Figure 19) shows an exponential curve with increased permeability in higher porosity sections. 
This is an ideal curve for a porosity and permeability relationship and supports the conclusion 
that there is a single porosity/permeability relationship representative of the field. 
 This relationship can then be applied to the other wells in the field by plotting porosity vs 
log(k) (Figure 20) where log(k) is the log of the prmeability values from the core section. A 
linear trend line was plotted on the graph, which provides a formula that can be used to 
determine permeability at any given porosity within the range of 2% to 14% porosity.  
 The trendline has a goodness of fit R2 of 92% and the resulting formula was y = 0.2959Ø 
- 2.126483,where Ø is any porosity measured within Stampede Field, restricted to the range of 
2% and 14%. This formula gives permeability at any porosity value within this range. The 


































Figure 19 - The graph plots porosity vs permeability to demonstrate that permeability 




























































Figure 20 - The graph plots porosity vs Log(k) and a trend line was drawn to obtain a 
linear formula for calculating permeability at any given porosity within a 2-14% range. 
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5.3 - Permeability-ft 
 
 Permeability-feet estimates the transmissivity of a reservoir. Transmissivity is  a measure 
of how much fluid can move horizontally through a reservoir. In this case, the fluid is 
hydrocarbons, and this is important because production is a function of transmissivity. Figure 21
shows the permeability-feet of the "D" sand in Stampede Field. 
 The most productive well in the field, 32-6, has a permeability-feet of 1052.5 mD ft. In 
comparison, the second most productive well in the field, Stampede 32-3, has permeability-feet 
of 2456.6 mD ft. This well is currently producing more oil per day than the 32-6 well. The 
highest permeability-feet in the field is seen in the Stampede 32-13 well at 4,321 mD ft. This 
well does not have the same production levels as the S ampede 32-6 and Stampede 32-3. The 
other producing wells have permeability-feet of 1,048 mD ft (30-9), 722 mD ft (5-8),  and 210 
mD ft (32-10). The remainder of the wells have been co verted into injection wells and their 
permeability-feet are 1,510 mD ft (5-2), 1,278 mD ft (29-13), 701 mD ft (31-8),  and 427 mD ft 
(5-3). These values are also shown in Table 3. 
5.4 - Volumetrics 
 Porosity-feet was used to determine the amount of fluid volume within the "D" sand 
reservoir. The output volume was limited by the grid extents of the mapping program and to 
limit the amount of error with extrapolating the data past the grid extents. Therefore, the 
calculated volume is a very conservative estimate. Th  area of Stampede Field is estimated to be 
1,240 acres by the grid extents. The calculated volume of the reservoir was determined to be 
73,477,130 cubic feet, or 13.08 MMbbls of oil assuming the gas is produced in solution at 











 Four of the active producing wells in Stampede Field are producing over 100 BBLS/day. 
These wells are the Stampede 32-3 (268 bbls/day), the S ampede 32-6 (315 bbls/day), the 
Stampede 32-10 (102 bbls/day), and the Stampede 32-13 (128 bbls/day). Stampede 5-8 and 
Stampede 30-9 are only producing at 98 bbls/day and 68 bbls/day, respectively. All wells over 
100 bbls/day have high porosity-ft and high permeability-ft, with the exception of Stampede 32-
10 and Stampede 5-8.  
 Stampede 32-10 has permeability-ft of only 210 mD ft, but its daily rate is still over 100 
bbls/day. This anomaly may be explained by its production history. From 2009 to the end of 
2010, Stampede 32-10 was producing at a daily rate of 70 bbls/day and production was declining 
linearly during this timeframe. The end of 2010 saw the introduction of the CO2 injection wells 
in Stampede Field. The CO2 injection caused a rebound in Stampede 32-10's production and it 
has produced 120 bbls/day since injection began. Another possible explanation is that 
permeability-feet may not have as large an effect on pr duction qualities as porosity-feet. If 
permeability within the sand is discontinuous with high lateral variation then permeability would 
not have as strong an affect on production. 
 Similar positive reactions to CO2 injection were observed in Stampede 5-8 and Stampede 
32-6, which were the other two active wells prior t CO2 injection. The major difference is that 
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Stampede 32-6 was producing at 309 bbls/day prior to CO2 injection and has produced 320 
bbls/day since. Stampede 5-8's production was very sporadic prior to injection and has produced 
132 bbls/day since.. 
  The other  three producing wells in the field didnot come online until after CO2 injection 
was introduced, so it is difficult to determine if those wells would have displayed similar results 
to the older wells. Stampede 30-9, Stampede 32-13, and Stampede 32-3 were the three wells that 
were drilled post- CO2 injection. These wells display some of the highest porosity-feet and 
permeability-feet values in the field. However, Stampede 32-3 is the only well of the three that 
produces similarly to Stampede 32-6.  
 Stampede 30-9 is at the northern edge of the field and has nearly identical porosity-feet 
and permeability-feet values as Stampede 32-6, but it has the worst production rate of all the 
wells in the field. This low production could be due to the extremely high amount of water the 
well has produced. It has produced over 92,000 bbls of water. Structurally, it is also the deepest 
producing well. The high water content and its positi n in the field may suggest that it is near, or 
below the oil-water contact line.  
 Stampede 32-13 crosses the "D" sand at a similar depth as Stampede 30-9, but has not 
produced as much water. Stampede 32-13 has only produced around 23,000 bbls of water. This 
well also has the highest porosity-feet and permeability-feet in the field, but it does not translate 
to higher production. This could be related to the water content as well as not being higher on the 
structure.  
 Stampede as a field is estimated to contain 13.08 MMbbls of fluid. A recovery of 25% of 
the field's hydrocarbons would net 3.27 MMbbls oil.Stampede Field has produced 
approximately 1.78 MMbbls of oil since 2007. If these estimates are correct then only 1.49 
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MMbbls of oil is left to recover. The introduction of a CO2 gas drive has potentially changed the 
percent recoverable in Stampede Field. Stampede 32-10 saw an increase from 70 bbls/day to 120 
bbls/day after injection began. That is a 71% increase in production. Likewise, Stampede 5-8's 
production increased from 43 bbls/day to 98 bbls/day after CO2 injection, which is a 128% 
increase. Stampede 32-6 daily production increased ft r CO2 injection from 309 bbls/day to 315 
bbls/day. Production for Stampede 32-6 was rapidly declining in early 2010, so it appears that 
CO2 injection merely leveled the production rate out instead of depleting the well entirely. 
 If the field was originally at 25% recovery, it is difficult to objectively quantify how 
much benefit in recovery percentage Stampede Field has gained from CO2 injection. However, 
there was a positive effect for the wells that were op rational prior to CO2 injection. This 
increase in recovery may extend the life of the field to yield more than the estimated 3.27 
MMbbls of oil.   
 The structure, isopach, and transmissivity maps suggest a prospective location for another 
well to increase the production rate as well as ensuri g no hydrocarbons are lost. Northeast of 
Stampede 32-3 is the most updip part of the structue before it terminates against the salt-ridge. 
Fluid will always naturally migrate to the highest point of a structure, but no current wells in the 
field are in a position to produce from the top of the structure. The isopach map also suggests 
that the "D" sand may be thickening toward the east-northeast of Stampede 32-3. Combined with 
increasing porosity-feet and permeability-feet in the area east-northeast of Stampede 32-3, the 
best place to drill an additional well would be in this area. The suggested location for drilling is 
marked in Figure 21. These same processes could be translated to other petroleum fields to give 
a better understanding between the relationship between transmissitivity and production. 
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